
  

 

My Health Is Not For Sale 
Hegemonic Institutions of the Dominant 

Breast Cancer Culture and the Formation of 

the Consumer-Patient Citizen 

ABSTRACT 
This paper explores how institutions within the 

dominant breast cancer awareness culture 

maintain the status quo of the disease. I examine 

the historical context of neoliberalism in the 

1980s that gave rise to the phenomenon of cause-

related marketing, along with the controversial 

histories of powerful organizations within the 

breast cancer industry. These forces medicalize 

women and push an identity upon them of the 

potential patient and the consumer-citizen. I am 

analyzing these institutions and the patient-

consumer identity formation using Paul Robbins’ 

thesis of Environmental Subjects and Identities. In 

my conclusion I also explore briefly the new 

movements we are starting to see appear to 

change the dominant pink ribbon culture, expose 

pinkwashing campaigns, and start demanding real 

progress on preventing and curing breast cancer. 
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The work of our foundation is where the beef is. It’s where all this ends, where all this 

leads to. The funding of research that wouldn’t be done any other way. And the 

addressing of disparities that wouldn’t be tackled any other way. The pink is a means to 

an end.  

Nancy Brinker of the Komen Foundation1 

 

In the 1940s, women had a 1 in 22 chance of developing breast cancer during their life. 

Currently, women face closer to a 1 in 8 chance of developing the disease. In addition, more 

women are developing the disease without any risk factors commonly associated with the disease 

– diet, weight, age, family history, and other lifestyle risks.2 It is also most prevalent in 

industrialized countries. Environmental causes are most likely responsible for the massive 

increase in rates since the 1950s as women are exposed to hundreds of synthetic carcinogens 

found in food, cosmetics, and household products. Despite these facts, the United States has 

developed a subversive and distracting dominant awareness culture that focuses on corporate 

sponsorship, pink ribbon merchandise, and fundraising thons. The mainstream approach to breast 

cancer revolves around raising money, early detection, and fighting “for the cure”.3 Building 

upon the same awareness tactics used by the Women’s Field Army4 (WFA) in the 1930s, The 

American Cancer Society, The Komen Foundation, Avon, Estee Lauder, and a multitude of other 

entities maintain the status quo and profit from an unending epidemic. The neoliberal policies 

created under the Reagan administration in the 1980s, contributed significantly to this culture in 

two ways. Firstly, a socio-medical shift occurred that emphasized individual accountability for 

health, and subsequently produced the neomedicalization of women within the breast cancer 

industry. Secondly, economic policies involved corporations and large nonprofits in social 

                                                 
1 “The Pinkwashing Debate.” 
2 Batt and Gross, “Cancer, Inc.” 
3 Komen successfully garnered exclusive rights to this phrase. King, Pink Ribbons, Inc., 15. 
4 The WFA was created in 1936 under the American Society for the Control of Cancer to raise money and 
awareness of breast cancer. They canvassed, held lectures, and garnered media attention, pandering mostly among 
white middle-class women. The WFA helped end the stigma and shame of breast cancer. Ibid, xiii. 
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causes through philanthropy; this gave rise to cause-related marketing, an important component 

in maintaining the status quo of breast cancer culture. The National Breast Cancer Awareness 

Month (NBCAM) was the platform for developing these cause-related marketing campaigns and 

the many fundraising events of nonprofits like the Komen Foundation. In 1992, the pink ribbon 

for breast cancer came onto the scene and it gave companies an easy to identity symbol to place 

on products for their NBCAM marketing campaigns.  

The confluence of cause-related marketing, neoliberalism, NBCAM, and the involved 

institutions produces the dominant breast cancer culture. Karuna Jaggar of BCA describes the 

overarching breast cancer industry as “a web of relationships and financial arrangements 

between corporations that cause cancer, companies making billions off diagnosis and treatment, 

nonprofits seeking to supports patients or even to cure cancer, and public relations agencies that 

divert attention from the root cause of disease.”5 Komen, ACS, Avon, and Estee Lauder are 

hegemonic entities operating under this industry, utilizing pinkwashing campaigns and 

fundraising events to secure normalcy of the dominant culture and form women into potential 

patient-consumer citizens.  

The book Neoliberal Environments provides a definition that demonstrates well the 

connection between neoliberalism in America and the dominant culture of breast cancer. It states 

that neoliberalism “…refers to an economic and political philosophy that questions, and in some 

versions entirely rejects, government interventions in the market and people’s relationships to the 

economy, and eschews social and collective controls over the behavior and practices of firms, the 

movement of capital, and the regulations of socio-economic relationships.”6 Tax cuts and federal 

                                                 
5 Jaggar, “Komen Is Supposed to Be Curing Breast Cancer. So Why Is Its Pink Ribbon on so Many Carcinogenic 
Products?” 
6 Heynen et al., Neoliberal Environments, 3. 
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program reductions are key elements in American neoliberalism, where the federal government 

transfers responsibility for social and economic problems to industry and the non-profit sector.  

The Reagan administration, 1981 – 1989, established American Neoliberalism, which has 

a strong connection to industry control over breast cancer culture even today. Reagan’s 

Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981 (ERTA) originally proposed significant tax cuts for 

individuals, but only moderate cuts for businesses.7 New York Congressmen Jack Kemp 

influenced Reagan’s economic policy reform, convincing him that tax cuts would stem monetary 

growth, thus stopping inflation, and lead to economic growth, job creation, and increased 

revenue.8 While tax cuts are a cornerstone of neoliberal policy, it is interesting to note that 

businesses strongly contested Kemp’s economic ideas and Reagan’s original proposed tax cuts. 

ERTA backfired and the federal government faced a significant revenue loss, resulting in tax 

increases mostly for businesses.9 Reagan’s legacy is the fundamental alteration of our society 

caused by a permanent transition into an age of neoliberal political-economic systems. 

Partly out of necessity, due to major tax cuts that forced reduced government spending, 

the Reagan administration pushed for corporate and nonprofit philanthropy to replace dissolved 

federal social programs.10 Funding and program cuts left a gap of $29 billion, mostly in the areas 

of social support services, and despite a raise in allowed donations and tax cuts, the figure was 

too massive for companies to completely cover. Corporations streamlined and cut costs, and then 

turned to ‘strategic philanthropy’ in which companies search for profitable ways to be 

charitable.11 The tactic of cause-related marketing is the hallmark of the breast cancer awareness 

                                                 
7 Prasad, “The Popular Origins of Neoliberalism in the Reagan Tax Cut of 1981.” 
8 Ibid, 362, 355. 
9 Ibid., 366. 
10 King, Pink Ribbons, Inc., 5. 
11 Ibid, 7-8. 
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campaigns, and emerged under the guise of strategic philanthropy in the mid-1980s.12 The 

approach is to appeal to consumers’ emotions and add another element in competition besides 

reduced prices or improved quality. Carol Cone, CEO of the cause-marketing firm Cone 

Communications, conducted a 2013 study on consumer behavior showing 89% of people will 

most likely buy a product associated with a cause they care about over another product given 

comparable price and quality.13 A lot of cause-related marketing is relatively innocuous, but after 

consistent overuse and exploitation in regards to breast cancer, it’s now afforded a specific name:  

‘pinkwashing’.  

Pinkwashing, conceived by Breast Cancer Action14, describes corporations and 

organizations that work to raise awareness and funds in the fight against breast cancer, while 

contributing to epidemic.15 Samantha King notes in her book Pink Ribbons, Inc., that this is 

marketing, not philanthropy, and companies originally employed the tactic to gain a competitive 

edge in the market as consumers were becoming more aware of social responsibility within 

corporations to inform their purchasing choices.16 The Cone Communications study showed the 

trend of consumer interest in cause-related purchasing, which correlates with the rise in 

pinkwashing throughout the 1990s and early 2000s. In 1993, only 66% of people were more 

likely to buy a product associated with a cause about which they cared, but by 2010, that figure 

had jumped to 80%.17 Breast cancer is now considered the ‘darling of corporate America,’18 

because it has become one of the most ubiquitously exploited social causes and an example of 

                                                 
12 King, Pink Ribbons, Inc., 9. 
13 Cone Communications Public Relations & Marketing, 2013 Cone Communications Social Impact Study, 14. 
14 BCA is a nonprofit social justice organization dedicated to exposing pinkwashing campaigns, working to end 
healthcare inequities, and advocating for research into environmental causes and alternative treatments.  
15 Malkan, Not Just a Pretty Face, 75. 
16 King, Pink Ribbons, Inc., 12. 
17 Cone Communications Public Relations & Marketing, 2013 Cone Communications Social Impact Study, 14. 
18 This phrase is referenced often throughout literature, but I was unable to ascertain the original author or source. 
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insincere cause-related marketing. Pinkwashing has become a monolithic representation of a 

culture that rearticulates capitalist systems as solutions to social ills, focusing on an elusive 

‘cure’, and silencing productive discourses of social, environmental, and economic injustices 

contributing to the cancer epidemic.    

The American Cancer Society (ACS) and NBCAM are two of the earliest establishments 

that helped form the dominant culture, and their histories exemplify many of the insidious and 

contradictory hallmark tactics of the breast cancer industry. 

Doctors and community members in New York formed The American Society for the 

Control of Cancer (ASCC), currently ACS, in 1913 to educate the public and bring awareness to 

the rising cancer rates.19 According to an article in Sierra Magazine by Sharon Batt and Liza 

Gross, the Rockefeller Family funded the creation of the ASCC, and since its inception, the ACS 

has had heavy influence from chemical and pharmaceutical companies.20 This connection has 

actualized through the ACS taking action against measures to protect people from cancer 

harming substances, which is clearly in the best interest of the chemical industry. The ACS 

vehemently opposed a global phase-out of potentially carcinogen organochlorine compounds 

proposed by the International Joint Commission during the early 1990s. The ACS, like Komen, 

has questionable partnerships and accepts money from pinkwashing campaigns. Making Strides 

Against Breast Cancer, established in 1993, is the only cancer-specific event run by the ACS, 

and is sponsored by a number of large corporations including Athena, NFL, 3M, Lowe’s, Lady 

Foot Locker, and Chevrolet.21,22 Collaborating with ACS, the NFL’s Crucial Catch Campaign, 

                                                 
19 “Our History.” 
20 Batt and Gross, “Cancer, Inc,” 12. 
21 King, Pink Ribbons, Inc. 
22 “Making Strides Against Breast Cancer | American Cancer Society.” 
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which started in 2009, sells pink ribbon products (the use of which implies donation to research) 

and raises awareness with a message of “annual screenings saves lives.”23 Recently exposed as 

pinkwashing, this campaign contributes zero dollars to research, but rather, the small amount of 

money donated to ACS goes towards their CHANGE Program.24 This program donates money to 

health centers within 100 miles of an NFL city, which already provide free/low-cost breast 

cancer information and screenings to women anyway.25 This is simply one example of the many 

deceptive campaigns run through the ACS, which send incorrect information and trick 

consumers into purchasing more stuff thinking they are helping a good cause.  

NBCAM provides a lucrative one-month long platform for inundating the public with a 

multitude of pink ribbon products, fundraising events, and various charitable giving campaigns. 

AstraZeneca established NBCAM in 1985 with the sole purpose of promoting mammography in 

order to detect breast cancer earlier. AstraZeneca produces the cancer treatment drug Tamoxifen, 

while its parent company produces an array of pesticides linked to cancer.26 AstraZeneca is 

profiting from causing cancer and treating it. This massive conflict of interest illuminates some 

of the motives behind the dominant culture’s hesitation to focus properly on environmental 

causes of cancer.  

The Susan G. Komen Foundation for a Cure, The Avon Foundation, and Estee Lauder are 

three of the strongest driving forces of the dominant culture, and subsequently.27 They support 

                                                 
23 “The NFL’s Pink October Does Not Raise Money for Cancer Research.” 
24 The NFL donates royalties of wholesale sales, not 100% of proceeds as they state. This equals about $1.1 
million/year, approximately .01% of their 2013 revenue of about $10 billion. Ibid. 
25 Ibid. 
26 Zeneca, under Imperial Chemical Industries, merged with a pharmaceutical company to form AstraZeneca. 
Imperial Chemical Industries, which produced the herbicide acetochlor, and other chlorine and petroleum-based 
products, was sued in 1990 for illegally dumping DDT and PCBs into waters along the California coast. Batt and 

Gross, “Cancer, Inc.” 
27 It is important to note that while not discussed in detail here, Revlon is also a major cosmetics corporation heavily 
involved in breast cancer awareness. The Revlon/UCLA Women’s Cancer Research Program has funded significant 
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cause-related marketing campaigns, collaborate with questionable companies, sell products 

containing carcinogens, emphasize early detection using mammography, and promote 

pharmaceutical solutions as prevention. Komen and Avon each hold high-profile fundraising 

events and various thons, which serve to perpetuate the zeitgeist of corporate sponsored 

consumerism philanthropy and activism.  

All three institutions were instrumental in cementing the role of the pink ribbon in the 

breast cancer culture, introducing their own versions onto the scene in 1992—Komen used the 

pink ribbon first, soon after the ‘ribbon for a cause’ fad began heating up, then Estee Lauder and 

Avon created their own pink ribbons to use as awareness tools. Estee Lauder handed out ribbons 

at cosmetics counters, with self-examination instructional cards, and Avon created a brooch. 

Soon after, more pink ribbon products began appearing, with a notable increase during NBCAM.  

Nancy Brinker started the Komen Foundation in 1982 with the most sincere intentions of 

working to end breast cancer, a promise she made to her sister Susan, who died of breast cancer 

in 1980.28 Regardless of her altruistic roots, she secured her legacy as a pinkwashing leader.  

King asserts that she is “…widely credited with turning the disease into a marketable product 

with which consumers, corporations, and politicians are eager to associate.”29 Brinker has 

situated Komen in a position of economic and political power through corporate and 

governmental connections. She has fostered partnerships with multiple large corporations and 

her posts within both Bush administrations gave her an upper hand on the political scene.30 From 

                                                 
biomedical studies in treatment. The bi-annual Revlon Walk/Run for Women in NY and LA is one of the largest 5K 
events. Miller, “Beauty Benefits Breast Cancer Awareness.” 
28 “About Us | Susan G. Komen®.” 
29 King, Pink Ribbons, Inc., vii. 
30 Brinker chaired Bush Senior’s President’s Commission on Breast Cancer (1991) and was appointed the U.S. 
Ambassador to Hungary (2001-2003) under Bush Jr. Ibid, xv, 1. 
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1999-2001, Komen lobbied against a consumer-friendly bill on patients’ rights in favor of one 

more business-friendly. This is a reflection of Komen’s desire to continue “the conditions in 

which free enterprise (individual and corporate) and the market for breast cancer can flourish.” 31 

Komen’s funding decisions and partnerships in various pink ribbon campaigns over the past few 

years has garnered significant public criticized, leaving many to doubt their true interest in 

protecting women’s health.  

The pinkwashing campaigns Komen supports legitimize these doubts; not only does she 

support companies in cancer-cause industries, the companies often end up benefiting from the 

money accumulated more than anyone with breast cancer. Ford Motors and Baker Hughes are 

two examples of companies with pinkwashing campaigns that Komen supports. In 2006, Ford 

launched, in partnership with Komen, the Warriors in Pink Campaign, featuring a limited edition 

Ford Mustang. Komen received only $250 from each sale of a $34,000 car, and Ford had to sell 

at least 2000 cars in order to give them the money. Three years after launch, Ford sales had 

increased by 62%.32 Ford donated very little money to Komen, they managed to put at least 2000 

more carcinogen-producing vehicles onto the road, and they benefited from increased sales and 

consumer appreciation. Komen has collaborated for the second year with the oil-energy company 

Baker Hughes on their pinkwashing campaign, cleverly dubbed, ‘doing our bit for the cure.’ 

Baker Hughes painted about 1,000 drill bits used in fracking operations pink to raise awareness 

of breast cancer. In an interview with Sam Bee on The Daily Show earlier this month, Karuna 

Jaggar called this partnership “the most ludicrous piece of pink sh*t they’ve seen all year”33 A 

                                                 
31 King, Pink Ribbons, Inc., 46. 
32 “Cause Marketing Is Not Philanthropy.” 
33 “BCA Campaign 2014.” 
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study revealed that out of 350 fluid fracking chemicals, about 25% are carcinogens.34 These 

chemicals can leech into underwater aquifers, and considering the fracking industry is highly 

unregulated and prolific throughout the US, it is possible that upwards of 15 million Americans 

are at risk of contaminated drinking water.35 Baker Hughes donated $100,000 to Komen as part 

of this campaign, which is a drop in the bucket for a multi-billion dollar corporation. It is also an 

insignificant amount of money to even an individual with breast cancer. According to Jaggar, a 

woman undergoing treatment for metastatic cancer can spend almost $140,000 in one year 

alone.36 This campaign exemplifies what Jaggar calls a “profit cycle”, where Komen receives 

money to cure breast cancer from corporations who are contributing to the epidemic.37 

The Komen Foundation’s National Race for the Cure is the most recognizable and 

lucrative 5K, garnering massive corporate sponsorship and events in numerous cities throughout 

the United States; the June run in Washington DC is also the largest 5k in the world now. The 

first race, in Dallas, TX in 1983 consisted of only 700 people, but within 16 years, it had 

dominated the scene as the largest 5k event, and by 2005, their participation reached upwards of 

1.4 million people.38 Like other events, it focuses on awareness and early detection of breast 

cancer.  

Avon and Estee Lauder exemplify the role of the cosmetics industry, who sells pink 

ribbon products containing possible carcinogens; they can claim to care about women’s health by 

associating with the breast cancer cause, but without changing any industry practices. Lubitow 

                                                 
34 Benzene and formaldehyde are two of the known carcinogens, even listed on Komen’s website as possible causes 
of breast cancer. Jaggar, “Komen Is Supposed to Be Curing Breast Cancer. So Why Is Its Pink Ribbon on so Many 
Carcinogenic Products?” 
35 Ibid. 
36 The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, Pink Fracking. 
37 Jaggar, “Komen Is Supposed to Be Curing Breast Cancer. So Why Is Its Pink Ribbon on so Many Carcinogenic 
Products?” 
38 King, Pink Ribbons, Inc., 30. 
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and Davis note how these products “legitimize the activities of the corporations, while 

minimizing consumers’ abilities to recognize hazardous products.”39 Estee Lauder’s Pink Ribbon 

shop online contains dozens of products containing carcinogens, but do not l ist ingredients on the 

website. Avon pink ribbon products, like Estee Lauder, contain toxic ingredients. Their 2001 

“Kiss goodbye to breast cancer” campaign included a range of lipsticks, and considering the lack 

of regulations, most likely all contained endocrine disrupting chemicals, possible causes of 

cancer.40 Both companies also refused to sign a voluntary pledge to phase out certain toxic 

chemicals, called the Compact for Safe Cosmetics. During its six-year lifespan, over 1,500 

companies signed on. 41 The Environmental Working Group also listed Estee Lauder among the 

top 20 worst brands to purchase products from based upon toxicity levels.42 In the argument over 

toxic chemicals in cosmetics, these large companies have remained relatively silent, and 

apparently unwilling to address this problem publically.  

In addition to their pink ribbon products, Avon raises money through the Avon Walk for 

Breast Cancer. The walk is a 2-day event, in multiple cities, which raised $265 million between 

2005 and 2008 alone.43 Avon has a history of not disclosing the allocation of their money from 

this walk, and their products, and their methods for dealing with activists groups questioning 

them is concerning. One response was to silence member groups of Follow the Money: An 

Alliance for Accountability in Breast Cancer, through awarding large grants with a hidden 

nondisparagement clause. The groups offered money desperately needed it, but that clause meant 

                                                 
39 Lubitow and Davis, “Pastel Injustice: The Corporate Use of Pinkwashing for Profit,” 142. 
40 Ibid., 142. 
41 Malkan, Not Just a Pretty Face, 83. 
42 Ibid., 83. 
43 Lubitow and Davis, “Pastel Injustice: The Corporate Use of Pinkwashing for Profit,” 142. 
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they were unable to criticize Avon in any way, and were required to participate in Avon breast 

cancer events.44 

Evelyn Lauder established the Breast Cancer Research Foundation and the Breast Cancer 

Awareness Campaign in 1992 with the goal of raising money through the sale of pink ribbon 

products to fund research and raise awareness of the disease.45 The BCA Campaign also focuses 

on building and strengthening a sense of community by using social media to draw together 

people’s inspiring and uplifting stories of survival on an international scale.46 

Estee Lauder’s other point of significance in this story is their history involving first 

using the ribbon for their purposes. In 1992, an elderly woman named Charlotte Haley was hand-

making peach colored ribbons to gain awareness of funding allocation problems for breast cancer 

research. She gave those ribbons out with a card that read, “The National Cancer Institute annual 

budget is $1.8 billion; only 5 percent goes for cancer prevention. Help us wake up our legislators 

and America by wearing this ribbon.”47 Her message was politically oriented and encouraging 

civil engagement in demanding our politicians address the lack of focus on preventing cancers. 

Estee Lauder, in cooperation with Self Magazine, approached Haley about working with her and 

using her ribbon in their NBCAM issue. Haley refused their offer, so Self Magazine used the 

ribbon anyway and simply changed the color to pink. Soon afterwards, Estee Lauder began 

distributing the pink ribbons at cosmetics counters around the US. Their ribbon also had a card. 

It sent a very different message than Haley’s; it was simply instructions for performing a breast 

                                                 
44 King, Pink Ribbons, Inc., 27. 
45 Miller, “Beauty Benefits Breast Cancer Awareness.” 
46 “BCA Campaign 2014.” 
47 King, Pink Ribbons, Inc., xxiv. 
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self-examination. They handed out 1.5 million ribbons, and Haley’s activism was buried in the 

past as the new wave of individual responsibility and consumerism took hold.48 

Drawing together the practices of the institutions discussed and building upon the 

neoliberal historical context, we can analyze the dominant culture using Paul Robbins’ thesis of 

Environmental Subjects and Identities, specifically understood through corporate and 

government hegemony. These hegemonic entities maintain the normalcy of breast cancer and 

impose an identity upon women through control of knowledge, wealth, and the environment that 

contributes to rising cancer rates. Supported by the attitudes and policies of a neoliberal society, 

the dominant culture has constructed and imposed upon women two identities: the consumer-

citizen and the potential patient.  

The normalizing of cancer and the tyranny of cheerfulness are important concepts in 

understanding how these hegemonic entities legitimize their actions and form the two identities.  

Pinkwashing campaigns and fundraising events internalize the mainstream mentality, wrapped in 

what Barbara Ehrenreich refers to as the “tyranny of cheerfulness”.49 Ehrenreich uses this phrase 

to describe the new culture around the ‘strong survivor’ model, in which feelings of anger, 

frustration, or negativity are almost aggressively discouraged. This also leaves no room for 

questioning or criticizing the dominant culture, approaches to research, or fundraising methods.50 

Lubitow and Davis connect this to the normalizing breast cancer, understood as a disease that we 

can someday treat easily if we focus on finding a cure through biomedical innovation and early 

detection. Furthermore, they state how “The social, medical, and cultural discourse surrounding 

breast cancer is narrowly defined by the assumption that for some percentage of American 

                                                 
48 King, Pink Ribbons, Inc., xxv. 
49 Ehrenreich, “Welcome to Cancerland.” 
50 King, Pink Ribbons, Inc., 103. 
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women, breast cancer is inevitable…”51 Ehrenreich echoes this sentiment in her remarks about 

the dominant culture’s transformation of breast cancer from a social epidemic into “a normal 

marker in the life cycle, like menopause or graying hair.”52 All of this culminates in a repetitive 

cycle that contributes to the patient-consumer-citizen identity: our society instills in women an 

understanding that breast cancer is an almost inevitable disease, so they must constantly watch 

for the disease in themselves and shop to help find a cure for this cancer they will one day 

develop.  

Women are in a powerful economic position, controlling household purchasing and 

contributing 80% of the money spent in the consumer market. {C16} Corporations use cause-

related marketing to profit by appealing to emotions of solidarity and activism concerning the 

fight against breast cancer, and reinforce the female identity as that of the consumer, rather than 

as a person, citizen, mother, community member, activist, or any other identity unrelated to the 

capitalist structure. Cindy Schneible of the Komen Foundation commented, “We’re always 

looking for ways to engage consumers in the breast-cancer cause by capturing them where they 

live, work and play.”53 Statements like this send the message that shopping and giving money to 

corporations is the only avenue of breast cancer support or action that women can take. By 

reinforcing this consumer-citizen identity, corporations, as hegemonic institutions, are securing a 

power structure that to ensure meeting their own needs. In an interview with Salon Magazine for 

a piece on pinkwashing, King states succinctly how “People now understand disease through a 

lens of consumption. I talk to people who can’t really think of doing good work outside of selling 

or buying stuff.”54 Corporations, foundations, and large nonprofits control the philanthropic 

                                                 
51 Lubitow and Davis, “Pastel Injustice: The Corporate Use of Pinkwashing for Profit,” 143. 
52 Ehrenreich, “Welcome to Cancerland,” 49. 
53 Lubitow and Davis, “Pastel Injustice: The Corporate Use of Pinkwashing for Profit,” 141. 
54 Williams, “The Tyranny of Pink.” 
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economy, essentially forcing individuals to comply with the status quo, and there is little space 

for creative thinking, asking questions, and critically engaging with the issues at hand. King 

makes an eloquent point later in the interview about how “raising money doesn’t automatically 

equate change.”55 The current message institutions are sending now is that money can make a 

difference, or as Nancy Brinker says, “The pink is a means to an end.”56 The various 

pinkwashing campaigns discussed earlier are examples of how products, with support from 

recognizable breast cancer organizations constantly reiterate the mantras of dominant culture, 

“early detection is your best protection” and “for the cure”. The NFL Crucial Catch Campaign 

targets female football fans with feminine merchandise, and Avon’s lipstick campaign makes 

women feel good about themselves through beauty products that also, so they think, contribute to 

helping the proverbial sisterhood. 

As discussed briefly in the introduction, neoliberalism helped to develop what Jessica 

Polzer called neomedicalization. She defines it as “a byproduct of neoliberal policies which aim 

to minimize social spending while expanding women’s ‘choices’ in health through the promotion 

of technologies, drugs and devices that capitalize on (the construction of) risks for future disease 

in order to stimulate economic growth.”57 In this way, women are situated in a constant state of 

flux, neither healthy nor unhealthy.  

The potential patient identity is an extension of neomedicalization, which in practice is 

understood as the product of cancer normalizing, early detection using mammography, 

chemoprevention therapies, D.C.I.S.58 overtreatment, emphasis on individual lifestyle or genetic 

                                                 
55 Williams, “The Tyranny of Pink.” 
56 “The Pinkwashing Debate.” 
57 Polzer, “Caring for the Self, Caring for Others,” 72. 
58 Ductal carcinoma in situ, otherwise known as ‘stage zero’ characterized by the presence of abnormal cells in the 
lining of milk-producing ducts. This stage is not fatal. Orenstein, “Our Feel-Good War on Breast Cancer.” 
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risk, and a narrow focus on searing for the cure. The current culture implies that every woman is 

a potential breast cancer victim and must be vigilant individuals in mitigating their own cancer 

risk. It also internalizes the reliance on the medical industrial complex, seeking prevention and 

treatment through biomedical innovation, which women must reply upon for a cure. Robbins 

states “people and actors come to internalize the responsibilities and norms of state actors 

themselves; they become self-governing.”59 Women have internalized the responsibility of 

health, inevitability of disease, and reliance upon medicine, thus becoming self-governing actors 

who maintain amongst themselves the normalized culture produced by the aforementioned 

hegemonic entities.  

Partly a legacy of the WFA, Komen and other institutions focus on mammography and 

early detection as a means of ending breast cancer. They argue cancer caught earlier is easier to 

treat, so early detection will lead to diagnosis of cancers before they become untreatable, and this 

equates to more lives saved. However, studies reveal this is not entirely accurate and more often 

women are unnecessarily subjected to chemotherapy and surgery, and the fact that women with 

terminal cancers are simply aware of their disease for longer provides the illusion of increased 

life expectancy after treatment.60 Mammograms themselves can also contribute to breast cancer, 

and can miss up to 15% of tumors, especially in younger women with denser breast tissue.61 

Furthermore, the overtreatment of D.C.I.S. diagnoses is a significant problem, because it creates 

patients out of women who may realistically have only a small chance of developing invasive 

cancer.62 In 2014, 83% of diagnoses breast cancers were D.C.I.S. cases.63 There is only a 5% 

                                                 
59 Robbins, Political Ecology, 219. 
60 Ehrenreich, “Welcome to Cancerland,” 52. 
61 King, Pink Ribbons, Inc., 38. 
62 Further reading on statistics and patterns see: Orenstein, “Our Feel-Good War on Breast Cancer.” 
63 American Cancer Society, Cancer Facts & Figures 2014. 
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chance over 10 years of a D.C.I.S. case developing into invasive cancer; between 50 and 80% of 

the cases never metastasize at all. Laura Esserman at the University of California, San Francisco, 

qualifies D.C.I.S. as only a risk factor in cancer, but not actually a disease.64 Due to a lack of 

research in this area, doctors do not know what makes some D.C.I.S. metastasize, thus they rely 

on an old theory that cancer progresses on a linear scale and treat every D.C.I.S. case as invasive 

cancer.65 Mammography does however increase diagnosis of breast cancer in any of its various 

forms, which creates new patients needing treatment drugs from AstraZeneca. 

Predictive Genetic Testing (PGT) for the BRCA1/2 genes, a mutation that can increase a 

woman’s risk of developing breast cancer, is also labeled a form of misguided prevention. Focus 

on genetic predisposition further individualizes the responsibility of health on women 

themselves, situating women in the realm of high risk ‘patients’, where options for fully 

preventing cancer lie in preemptive chemotherapy treatment or invasive surgery.66  

Ideally, AstraZeneca would medicate every woman as a preventative measure against 

breast cancer. In the early 1990s, researchers began trials for exactly that. AstraZeneca received 

$50 million in taxpayer money from the NCI to test Tamoxifen in healthy women; they gave the 

drug to 8,000 women. It did reduce breast cancer in slightly over half of them, but it also 

significantly increased overall risk of uterine and liver cancer, and caused various other health 

problems.67,68 By the late 1990s however, the FDA approved the drug anyway as a prevention 

method for high-risk women.69 This is follows the values of the ACS, which is tightly connected 

                                                 
64 Orenstein, “Our Feel-Good War on Breast Cancer.” 
65 Ibid. 
66 Polzer, “Caring for the Self, Caring for Others,” 72. 
67 Paulsen, “BCAM Scam.” 
68 Batt and Gross, “Cancer, Inc.” 
69 Ibid., 41. 
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to the pharmaceutical and chemical industries and has a long history of vehemently opposing 

environmental regulations for cancer prevention. Ehrenreich masterfully captures the 

sentimentality of the internalized patient identity in her article Welcome to Cancerland: “The 

extent that current methods of detection and treatment fail or fall short, America’s breast-cancer 

cult can be judges as an outbreak of mass delusion, celebrating survivorhood by downplaying 

mortality and promoting obedience to medical protocols known to have limited efficacy.”70 The 

breast cancer awareness events themselves best exemplify what Ehrenreich describes here, with 

their upbeat music, entertainment, celebrity involvement, and inspiring speeches from survivors. 

There is no time, space, or platform for discussion about what the money is funding, what the 

current research reveals on the epidemic, or ideas for changing in the approach to fighting the 

disease.   

However much the dominant culture appears fully entrenched in our society, the tide is 

slowly turning, and a small, but highly vocal, group of citizens is beginning to catch on. 

Campaigns such as BCA’s Think Before You Pink, which started in 2002, urges people to ask 

critical questions about how and where their money is being spent.71 They have also been 

successful and drawing public attention to highly unethical pinkwashing campaigns, which has 

resulted in some shutting down soon after launch due to public outcry. They target companies 

such as Avon, American Express Yoplait, and BMW for their hypocritical marketing. In 2008, 

they specifically called out Yoplait’s Pink Lids campaign, because the yogurt they were 

promoting was made with rBGH, a synthetic bovine growth hormone linked to breast cancer.72 A 

year later General Mills declared it would remove rBGH from its products, and other companies 

                                                 
70 Ehrenreich, “Welcome to Cancerland,” 52. 
71 King, Pink Ribbons, Inc., 24. 
72 “The Pinkwashing Debate.” 
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soon followed suit.73 They have continued to be vocal about Komen’s choices in partnerships, 

creating catchy response campaigns to the various pinkwashing ones. Such as, “What the 

Cluck?” in 2010 that criticized Komen’s support of KFC’s “pink bucket” campaign; this 

launched just years after KFC battled a lawsuit over possible carcinogens in their food.74 The 

Komen Foundation also lost a huge amount of support after threatening to cut grants to Planned 

Parenthood in 2012.75 Since then, participation and funding has declined significantly in the 

annual Race for the Cure in various cities across the nation. Coupled with exposure of Nancy 

Brinker’s exorbitant salary,76 people have felt quite betrayed by the organization. Reducing 

Komen’s power over the industry and allowing a space for dissent and open dialogue about 

progress, not just money, would be a significant win for the counter culture. Exposing 

pinkwashing campaigns and the corrupt practices of the organizations and corporations involved 

is an important step in ending the pink ribbon culture engulfing our society.  

Couched in a larger movement around social justice, health rights, and climate change, 

many organizations have vocalized the need for reducing environmental toxic pollutants. Within 

this, organizations such as the Environmental Working Group, the Campaign for Safe Cosmetics, 

and BCA call out the pinkwashing corporations and work towards informing and mobilizing 

citizens, as consumers and humans, to demand changes in research priorities to focus on prevent 

and treatments. As a BCA ad framed it – “we’re already aware. It’s time to act.”77 {A10}   

                                                 
73 For further reading, see “Think Before You Pink » Milking Cancer.” 
74 Jaggar, “Komen Is Supposed to Be Curing Breast Cancer. So Why Is Its Pink Ribbon on so Many Carcinogenic 
Products?” 
75 Bassett, “Susan G. Komen Loses Support After Planned Parenthood Decision.” 
76 When Brinker resigned as CEO in 2012, as a result of the scandal, her salary was $684,000, which according to 

Ken Berger of Charity Navigator, is outrageously high for a nonprofit organization of that size. Comparatively, most 
CEOs of nonprofits earn an average of $132,000 per year. Goldberg, “Nancy Brinker’s High Salary Angers 

Advocates After Komen Fundraising Drops, Charity Walks Canceled.” 

77 Moffett, “Moving Beyond the Ribbon An Examination of Breast Cancer Advocacy and Activism in the US and 
Canada,” 296. 
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